11 February 2011
Dear Shareholder

QUARTERLY REPORT 4/2010
Highlights for the quarter include;






Encouraging results from Khao Soon regional tungsten/antimony sampling
program
Commencement of second stage Khao Soon regional sampling program
Further progress on SPL applications
Strong price rises in minor metals such as tungsten and antimony
JV partners reviewing all options for Chatree Project

CHATREE DISTRICT GOLD JV (Thai Goldfields (TGF) 25% - Tigers Realm Minerals 75%)
TGF joint venture partner, Tigers Realm Minerals (TRM), completed a 47 hole drilling campaign
on the DEK prospect (LD title) and Wang Yai prospects in 2010 as part of its $2M sole-funding
commitment to TGF. These programs have defined a maiden gold/silver resource (‘DEK
Resource’) located approximately 2km west of the Chatree Gold Mine mill operated by ASX
listed Kingsgate Consolidated.
The resource is a coherent north-northeast striking body of epithermal vein-hosted gold/silver
mineralisation on land where tenure is controlled by the JV within the exploration title. The
mineralised zone dips to the east but denial of access to drill by the neighbouring land-owner
has not permitted this resource to be optimally tested. The adjacent land lies within our
exploration title but is controlled by Kingsgate Consolidated entity, Akara Mining.
The Inferred JORC (2004) compliant DEK Resource is based on the following cut-off grades*;
cut-off grade 0.4g/t gold;
 2,935,000 tonnes containing 102,000ozs gold at 1.1g/t and 965,000ozs silver at 10g/t.
Extending the mineralised domains an acceptable distance east into the adjoining
Akara land tenure indicates that a further 218KT containing 8,000ozs gold at 1.2g/t
may exist using the same cut-off grade.
cut-off grade 0.3g/t gold (as presently adopted by Kingsgate Consolidated for its Au Chatree
resource calculation);
 3,900,000 tonnes containing 112,000ozs gold at a grade of 0.9g/t and 1,080,000ozs
silver at 9g/t. Extending the mineralised domains an acceptable distance east into the
adjoining Akara land tenure indicates that a further 256KT containing 9,000ozs gold at
1.1g/t may exist, using the same cut-off grade.
Surface exploration over other parts of the 10km² title has identified a number of untested
targets with the potential to host significantly more gold mineralisation.
TGF and TRM are in discussion and are reviewing options for the DEK Resource with the
objective of maximising shareholder value. The review includes the possibility of applying for a
Mining License over the DEK Resource or a sale of part or all of the joint venture.
*Note:

Cut-off grade is used to assist in estimating the economic viability of a project
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WANG YAI PROSPECTS (15-20km NNE of Chatree Gold Mine)
Further drilling is required to test a suite of geological, geophysical and geochemical targets
outlined by earlier exploration at Central Ridge Prospect but not included in the 2010 program.
In addition, a substantial program of follow-up drilling is required to adequately test the entire
2.5 km-long strike length of geophysical and geochemical anomalies at Gift Prospect.
TRM is reviewing its exploration policy for the Wang Yai prospects.

KHAO SOON TUNGSTEN PROJECT (TGF economic interest - 100%)
Important progress was made with title applications during the quarter with four (4)
applications now only awaiting Ministerial signature. The status of all six (6) exploration
applications is detailed below:
TSPL 2 (SPL 11/2008): Granted 13 Feb 2008 - Awaiting MNRE permission (Forestry Dept)
TSPL 1/2549 (1/2006): Application has been re-submitted to DPIM as split applications – nonconservation and conservation areas.
TSPL 3/2550 (SPLA 2/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 4/2550 (SPLA 3/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 5/2550 (SPLA 4/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 6/2550 (SPLA 1/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
 KHAO SOON - REGIONAL EXPLORATION
Collection and analysis by XRF method was completed on 6,222 surface samples from the
priority Rabbit and Than Pho prospect areas during the quarter. This work has resulted in a
better understanding of the mineralised trends delineated in earlier rock-chip sampling
programs.
The Rabbit and Than Pho prospects lie respectively 4km west and 3km east of the historic Khao
Soon Mine and adjacent to ridge lines lying approximately parallel to the Khao Soon ridge line.
The programs targeted economic near-surface resources of tungsten and possibly antimony
(Rabbit Prospect) capable of being developed quickly and cheaply in an effort to provide an
economically viable alternative to exploration and possible underground development below
the historic Khao Soon tungsten mine.
Soil sampling over the balance of the 74km² Khao Soon tenement package continues.
Maps detailing anomalous tungsten (W), antimony (Sb) and pathfinder mercury (Hg)
occurrences arising from the Rabbit and Than Pho programs are presented in Figs. 1-5. A map
of the entire Khao Soon tenement package is presented in Fig. 7.
 RABBIT PROSPECT
Rabbit Prospect is an area of 12km² located 4km WNW of the Khao Soon minesite. The area of
most interest is centred on a 3km N-S trend on the eastern side of a ridge containing numerous
tungsten and antimony old workings and surface anomalies. Some of these old workings are
located within existing third party Exploration Prospecting Licence applications (EPLA’s) and
mining leases which abut the western boundary of TSPL2.
In 2007 XRF analysis of a 500 rock-chip sampling program over the Rabbit trend returned many
high-grade tungsten/antimony results, mostly from selected sampling within thin ferberite
veins. The best results included 26 samples of >1.0% W, 22 samples of 0.5-1.0% W and 25
samples of 0.1-0.5% W; many anomalous antimony (Sb) samples were also analysed.
In 2010 a large soil sampling program was completed on a 25m by 100m line spacing grid which
yielded a total of 4,397 soil samples. Soil geochemistry resulting from this program has
delineated a strong anomalous tungsten trend at least 1km in length and 150m wide with a NESW orientation running sub-parallel with the ridge.
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 RABBIT PROSPECT (cont)
The soil sampling program expanded the limits of the mineralised trend beyond the earlier
rock-chip programs. The northern end of the trend returned a peak soil reading of 0.45% W
whereas previous rock-chip sampling in this area was unsuccessful. The southern end of the
trend returned a peak soil reading of 0.18% W. Readings over the entire 1km long trend
returned an average value of 0.056% W. The peak soil reading for antimony over the trend
was an encouraging 0.33% Sb.
Based on experience, our team would expect W soil values to have a hardrock multiplier effect
of ± ten-fold although ultimately only drill-testing will confirm the potential of this trend.

Fig. 1: Tungsten (W) soil anomalies (red) within
the Rabbit and Than Pho project areas (green).
The current soil sampling area is coloured blue.

Fig. 3: Tungsten and mercury (Hg) anomalies (yellow)

Fig. 5: Tungsten, antimony and mercury anomalies

Fig. 2: Tungsten and antimony (Sb) soil anomalies (magenta)

Fig. 4: Antimony and mercury (Hg) anomalies (yellow)

Fig. 6: Tenement map showing Rabbit, Khao Soon and
Than Pho Ridge Prospects with tungsten (W) rockchip occurrences on 2 km grid space lines.

Antimony mineralisation, co-incident with tungsten, occurs within the southern half of the
Rabbit soil trend. The tungsten/antimony mineralisation, evident within the SW part of the
TSPLA 6/2550 tenement, extends into the adjacent old third party EPLA’s; these EPLA’s
surround a number of old antimony mining leases and applications (note Fig. 7).
The status of these old applications and titles is being investigated.
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 RABBIT PROSPECT (cont)
The results pertaining to the Rabbit soil trend clearly emphasise a lack of correlation between
earlier rock-chip sampling and results from the latest soil programs (compare rock-chip map
Fig. 6 with soil maps Figs. 1-5).
Earlier rock-chip readings from within the Rabbit soil trend (Figs. 1-5) included a peak 3.06% W
reading from an old mine dump sample and 0.78% W from an outcrop sample. The highest
rock-chip readings for antimony within this trend include 33.99% Sb from a mine dump sample
and 0.47% Sb from an outcrop sample. The mine dump samples are being treated with caution
as they may represent select small-sample vein material.
Earlier rock-chip readings from outside the Rabbit soil trend but within TSPLA 6/2550 returned
a peak reading of 7.28% W from a mine dump sample and 2.5% W from an outcrop sample.
The highest readings for antimony outside this trend were 6.43% Sb from a mine dump sample
and 0.49% Sb from an outcrop sample.
The reasons for these variances will be investigated in coming months.

Fig. 7: Khao Soon Project tenements (coloured blue)

 THAN PHO RIDGE
Than Pho Ridge prospect is located 3km east of the Khao Soon minesite in the central part of
TSPL3 on a ridge containing a number of old tungsten workings. The mineralisation occurs as
strongly silicified clasts in iron-rich cemented fault breccia with similarities to fault breccia
found in the western adit access to the largest old mine stope at Khao Soon (Khao Soon Ridge).
In 2010 a large soil sampling program was completed on a 25m by 100m line spacing grid which
yielded a total of 1,825 samples within an area of approximately 5km² (see Figs. 1-5). The
program was conducted in the vicinity of earlier, encouraging rock-chip sampling programs.
The soil geochemistry detected an anomalous tungsten trend at least 900m in length and 75m
wide with a N-S orientation, parallel along the western slope of Than Pho Ridge. Mercury (Hg)
is also present and appears more anomalous on the northern end of the trend; antimony
mineralisation is absent. The trend appears to be cut by a fault at its northern end.
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 THAN PHO RIDGE (cont)
Soil readings on the northern and southern parts of the 900m trend returned an average value
of 0.044% W; within the middle section of the trend W soil values were not evident.
As at Rabbit Prospect, the Than Pho soil results do not entirely correlate with the tungsten
mineralisation encountered in earlier rock-chip sampling programs (again, compare rock-chip
map, Fig. 6,with soil maps Figs. 1-5).
In 2008 a total of 40 selected rock-chip samples of breccia from within the Than Pho soil trend
were analysed by XRF method with best results yielding 2.16% and 1.57% W and 1.86% W from
an old mine dump sample. The 40 sample total returned an average 0.25% W (0.31% WO₃).
Rock-chip results from outside the Than Pho soil trend returned a peak reading of 10.52% W
from a mine dump sample and 0.1% W from an outcrop sample.
As in the case of Rabbit Prospect, the reasons for these variances will be investigated in coming
months.

Fig. 8: Map showing inconsistences between soil and rock-chip sampling results in some areas

 CURRENT PROGRAM
The results gained from the Rabbit and Than Pho soil sampling programs are expected to
materially improve our chances of locating economic tungsten mineralisation. Our team will
follow up with more detailed groundwork in an effort to better determine the source and
potential size of the anomalies delineated with a view to recommending the next phase of
exploration.
In the meantime, soil sampling recommenced in December 2010 on those areas within the 74
km² package of six (6) Khao Soon tenements not yet sampled. Completion of the program is
expected later this year.
 TUNGSTEN/ANTIMONY PRICES
Tungsten prices rose strongly in Q4 2010 reflecting tight Chinese supplies and a lack of
alternative medium term sources. In addition, real concerns are emerging globally that certain
strategic metals, tungsten and antimony included, are undergoing radical, market-driven, price
transformation based on similar dynamics experienced by the rare earths markets over the
past six months.
An increasing number of resource-related publications are publicising a growing awareness of
the tight supply fundamentals governing many minor and strategic metals, tungsten and
antimony included. One prescient commentary, by Ernst & Young published in September
2010 (http://www.nw-resources.com.au/images/northwest---oomoo.pdf), focuses primarily on
the supply risks to industry in the European Union. It is worthy of review (see link).
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 TUNGSTEN/ANTIMONY PRICES (cont)
The price of antimony metal increased from US$10,000/tonne to a record US$12,500/tonne
during the quarter. Since year-end antimony prices have increased further to in excess of
US$14,000/tonne, driven by Chinese producers amid supply tightness, particularly in Europe,
according to trade sources.
In the same vein, the price of the tungsten intermediate product, APT, has increased from
US$275/mtu to a record US$335/mtu over the quarter. Since end year prices have increased to
nearly US$350/mtu with trade commentators forecasting US$400/mtu later this year.
Likewise, the tungsten >65% concentrate price has risen very strongly with current trade
quotes around US$265/mtu (Sept quarter – US$210/mtu).

Charts of tungsten and antimony prices over the past twelve months are provided above.

KABINBURI GOLD PROJECT - 100%
Based on its previous work in 2005/6, TGF successfully lodged three (3) SPL applications
covering 48km² with the DPIM in 2010 over those parts of an historic gold province deemed
highly prospective for a range of intrusive related gold and copper deposits including porphyry
style, skarns and epithermals. Copper was nominated as the primary metal sought because of
the current moratorium on processing gold SPL applications. We will seek to add gold to the
application should exploration indicate a viable goldmining project.
The status of the three (3) Kabinburi SPL applications is detailed below;
Prachinburi Province
SPLA’s 1-3/2553:

Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration

 PREVIOUS EXPLORATION – IVANHOE MINES (1990’s):
In the mid 1990’s the DMR offered the Kabinburi district for gold exploration via a bidding
process. Ivanhoe Mines Ltd (formerly Indochina Goldfields Ltd) was the successful bidder. In
spite promising exploration results, Ivanhoe relinquished its Thai projects in 1999 (and its
other SE Asian projects) in order to focus on its massive Oyu Tolgoi copper/gold project in
Mongolia (forecast production; 450,000 tonnes of copper and 330,000 ozs of gold per annum).
Ivanhoe completed 110 non-diamond drill-holes and 3 diamond drill-holes within the Kabinburi
prospect area and completed some trench work. In the first campaign, forty-seven (47) RAB
holes were drilled to an average depth of 9.2m on two lines spaced at 200m with holes spaced
at 50m. These holes were drilled into two geochemical anomalies, one lying approximately 2.4
km due east of Monks Hill and the other 0.6km west of the old French mine (see Figs. 9 & 10).
Greater than 20% of the samples assayed >100 ppb Au with best assays of 1.01, 0.67 and
0.66ppm Au with a weak Au-Cu-Zn correlation.
Later, Ivanhoe completed a sixty-three (63) (RAB?) hole drilling program to an average depth of
34.3m per hole. The holes tested three separate areas, including the Monks Hill and Western
Monks Hill prospects.
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 PREVIOUS EXPLORATION – IVANHOE MINES (cont)
Of the areas tested, the best results were from:
Monks Hill Prospect; Fifty-four holes (54) were drilled on four sections; holes were spaced at
25m. The best results were:
 KBR 104 intersected 9m @ 3.17g/t Au, 40ppm Ag, 0.17 % Cu and 2% Zn from 18 – 27m.
Adjacent holes returned a best assay of 3m @ 0.3 g/t Au.
 KBR 51 intersected 3m @ 1.2g/t Au, 1.4ppm Ag, 370ppm Cu and 1505ppm Zn from 24 –
27m.
Western Monks Hill; Six (6) holes were drilled on two sections. The best result was:
 KBR 60 intersected 21m @ 2.19g/t Au, 0.5ppm Ag, 55ppm Cu and 42ppm Zn from 6 –
27m and 3m @ 1.9g/t Au from 42-45m (EOH).
Ivanhoe also completed a three (3) diamond drill-hole program in 1998 for 883m in the vicinity
of the old French Mine. Holes FM001 and FM002 targeted a gold soil geochemical anomaly.
FM003 was drilled beneath exposed porphyritic diorite with a well developed stockwork of
auriferous quartz-pyrite veins.
All gold assays were generally below detection with the most significant intercept being 2m @
0.44ppm Au associated with a quartz-calcite-pyrite-molybdenite veined epidote-garnetchlorite-quartz skarn in FM002. Copper assayed almost continuously above 500 ppm between
14-203m in FM003 but was generally insignificant in FM001 and FM002 with molybdenum
most abundant in FM003 (4 m @ 92ppm).

Fig. 9:

Ivanhoe Trench Data – Kabinburi Project

…………………………….
It should be noted that in the period of Ivanhoes’ exploration activity at Kabinburi, gold was in
a price range of US$250-325/oz.
 TGF EXPLORATION:
Following the acquisition of Ivanhoes data-base in 2005 the TGF/Oxiana JV applied for SPL’s
covering an extensive area at Kabinburi.
Previous work had delineated large areas of mineralised volcanic rocks but had been
insufficient to determine the exact source of the mineralisation and deficient in mapping high
priority targets in detail.
In 2005/6 the JV commenced a regional surface sampling and mapping program across the
entire 240km² project area. This was followed with a two stage 290 hole rotary air blast (RAB)
drilling program which was completed in March 2007 for a total of 4821.3 metres to an average
depth of 16.6m per hole. Due to a thick cover sequence and a regolith profile with little or no
outcrop, the holes were drilled on a nominal 1km x 1km spacing grid.
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 TGF EXPLORATION (cont)
The aim of the program was to identify subtle, geochemically anomalous zones suitable for
follow-up RAB drilling on a closer-spaced grid. All holes were drilled to fresh bedrock and chips
logged and sampled with the final 3m drill-rod section assayed.
The program was very successful in that it delineated broad geochemical anomalies, including a
significant zone of Au-Te (Tellurium) mineralisation 13 kilometres long (E-W) by 1-3 kilometres
wide (N-S) with associated and peripheral Ag, Cu and Hg (see Figs. 11 & 12).

Fig 10: Ivanhoe and TGF Drill Data – Kabinburi Project. Monks Hill lies 2.5km east of Western Monks Hill and about 6.5km
east of the old French Mine.

Although the primary aim of the RAB drilling program was to delineate geochemical anomalies,
a highlight was an impressive 3m end of hole (EOH) assay of 10.7 g/t Au from 12.1 to 15.1m at
Monks Hill in hole KB 176. Bedrock in this hole was encountered at 5.1m but the section from
5.1 to 12.1m was not assayed and mineralisation remains open at EOH. Gold mineralisation in
this hole was associated with Ag (1.75 ppm), Cu (374 ppm) and Hg (0.11 ppm).

Fig. 11:

Fig. 12:

Fig. 11: Au anomalies in RAB drilling at Kabinburi cut to 0.2 ppm. Western anomaly is 0.33 ppm Au and eastern anomaly
(near Monks Hill) is 10.7 ppm Au. Note zone of low level Au anomalies (+20ppb) in the E-W zone between the two anomalous
highs.
Fig. 12: Te (tellurium) anomalies in RAB drilling at Kabinburi cut to 1 ppm Te. These results show a very good correlation
between anomalous Au and Te.

An encouraging 0.33 g/t Au assay with associated Ag (0.55 ppm) and Te (0.3ppm) was
encountered west of the French mine within a well mineralised area.
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 GEOLOGY
Most of the region is covered with recently transported sediments overlain on fresh bedrock
which is largely of volcanic origin although minor areas are overlain by secondary laterite.
Due to the bedrock being masked by overlying sediments, shallow RAB drilling was determined
as the most cost-effective way of gaining early stage exploration data. The drilling of 290 RAB
holes on 1km centres has given a much better understanding of the geology in the Kabinburi
region which, when combined with existing detailed air-borne geophysical data, has resulted in
an informed interpretative geological map.
The epithermal and skarn mineralisation is thought to be related to a sub-surface magnetic
intrusion; detailed airborne geophysics highlight the Kabinburi intrusive/volcanic complex.
 CONCLUSION:
The TGF RAB drill program was successful in that it defined a significant zone of Au-Te
mineralisation with associated and peripheral Ag, Cu, Hg and to a lesser extent Bi. This was
exactly the response the program was seeking to achieve.
The results of all these programs highlight the potential for this gold province, including the
encouraging results gained from shallow drilling at Monks Hill and Western Monks Hill areas.
Current data is being used to define the limits of metal-bearing alteration. Further mapping of
weak geochemical anomalies is to be undertaken in an effort to delineate broad regional
alteration characteristics which may be part of a larger-scale hydrothermal system. Follow-up
work will also include tightening the spacing of future RAB holes from 1km to 500m centres. In
open-terrain areas, where silica-clay-pyrite alteration exists, then a gradient array IP/resistivity
survey may be justified to delineate alteration suitable for RC drill testing.
Work will commence once the titles are issued and funding arranged.

MAE YOM POLYMETALLIC PROJECT - 100%
The status of the three (3) Mae Yom applications is detailed below;
Phrae Province:
SPLA’s 12-14/2550: Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
 HISTORY
The project, situated in northern central Thailand, commenced as a jointly funded program
between TGF and Oxiana Limited (later OZ Minerals) in 2006 when 23 SPL applications covering
305km² were lodged with the DPIM over a 2,900km² area of interest. Thereafter, a substantial
program of reconnaissance mapping and surface exploration was conducted which confirmed
the potential for Volcanic Hosted Massive Sulphide (VHMS) style polymetallic deposits.
In mid 2008 OZL withdrew from the venture; as a result TGF assumed 100% ownership of the
venture and sole-funded several previously agreed exploration programs. This detailed work
resulted in the discovery of one highly promising project, presently referred to as the Oxiana
One Project, wherein TGF retained three (3) SPL applications over an area of 32km². All other
regional tenement applications were relinquished.
The Oxiana One tenements include many old and ancient workings for barite, basemetals
(copper with minor lead and zinc), iron and manganese; they completely surround the only
producing local mine, the Nam Rin Barite Mine (refer Fig. 13).
The tenements have been mapped in detail and thoroughly sampled with many assays
returning highly anomalous Cu, Pb, Zn and Sb grades with peak assays of 3.27% Cu, 17.7% Pb,
2.28% Zn and 1.08% Sb.
A secondary iron prospect situated on a tenement boundary also requires further detailed
investigation.
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 GEOLOGY
At least three (3) volcanic centre bodies are interpreted to lie within the Oxiana One project
area and TGF programs have clearly demonstrated the timing of basemetal mineralising fluids
in relation to the deposition of sedimentary and volcanic rocks. This interpretation also relies
on consistent regional barite data (aided by multi-element geochemistry) as representing a
single district-wide barite-rich metallogenic event. Heavy isotopic barite compositions and
consistency with Triassic seawater compositions suggest the barite occurrences are best
interpreted in the context of a broad VHMS model.

Fig. 13: Oxiana One tenement package

The tenements indicate excellent potential for high-grade massive or disseminated sulphide
deposits occurring either by replacement or exhalative processes.
 PROJECT STATUS
No exploration was undertaken during the quarter. Additional capital will be required to
commence proposed work programs including electro-magnetic (EM), IP/resistivity and
magnetic ground geophysical surveys when the titles are granted to identify any massive or
disseminated sulphide bodies lying at depth.
The Oxiana One project displays geological similarities to the Indonesian Romang Island project
of Robust Resources (ASX:ROL – market capitalisation $160M), it being a submarine
volcanogenic hydrothermal feeder zone ± massive sulphides. As a result, the Oxiana One
tenements have assumed exploration significance.
The applications now only await Ministerial signature and, because they are nominated for
basemetals, they should not experience undue delays.
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PALITAPAN GOLD PROJECT – 100%
During the quarter TGF successfully changed the nominated metal from gold to zinc in respect
of the four (4) eastern group SPL applications (see Fig. 14) ; zinc occurs in this predominately
gold system.
The remaining three (3) western and one (1) northern titles remain suspended due to the
ongoing gold industry inquiry initiated by Cabinet in 2007; the applications were nominated for
gold in 2006/7. TGF is seeking to change the mineral sought for these particular applications
to zinc (same as the eastern titles), but this could prove difficult procedurely, as the
applications now only require Ministerial signature (withheld pending the gold inquiry).
 STATUS OF SPL APPLICATIONS
Rayong Province:
SPLA 1/2548: Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet Gold Policy
SPLA2/2548: Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet Gold Policy
Chanthaburi Province:
SPLA 1/2548: Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet Gold Policy
SPLA 7/2549: Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet Gold Policy
SPLA 1/2550: (nominated for zinc exploration): Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 2/2550: (nominated for zinc exploration): Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 3/2550: (nominated for zinc exploration): Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 4/2550: (nominated for zinc exploration): Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
 HISTORY
Palitapan was a project initiated in the 1990’s by Indochina Gold (now Ivanhoe Mines). Work
centred on the the Khao Wong Trend (western tenements) exploring for replacement style gold
which is closely associated with antimony (Sb) and included a 380 hole RAB bedrock drilling
program (4007m) followed up by 21 hole RC drill-hole program (1582m).
The reconnaissance RC drilling program targeted an open-ended 2km x 0.5km wide
geochemical anomaly defined by the earlier RAB drilling. Results from this drilling program
included two holes (KWRC 002 & 009) which ended in strong Au and Sb mineralisation.
Highlights from this program are detailed below:
Hole no.
Depth
Intersection
KWRC 001
4-16m
12m @ 0.38g/t Au (inc. 2,200ppm Sb)
KWRC 002
2-23m
21m @ 1.48g/t Au (inc. 2,900ppm Sb) – EOH in 1.6g/t Au
KWRC 007
8-10m
2m @ 1.74g/t Au (inc.
KWRC 009
4-35m
31m @ 2.00g/t Au (inc. 7,000ppm Sb) – EOH in 1.1g/t Au
KWRC 010
10-14m
4m @ 1.55g/t Au (inc. 650ppm Sb)
KWRC 013
6-14m
8m @ 0.83g/t Au (inc. 1834ppm Sb)
KWRC 015
26-32m
6m @ 1.91g/t Au (inc. 3,600ppm Sb)
KWRC 019
22-28m
6m @ 0.38g/t Au
In 2005 KCN and the TGF/Oxiana JV each lodged SPL applications over the Palitapan project
area, with the TGF/Oxiana being the successful applicant for eight (8) tenements. The
applications followed a review of Indochina’s work at Palitapan and follow-up surface sampling
of the Boomerang and Jesus Creek prospects which returned rock-chip values up to 15g/t Au
and 17g/t Au respectively. The titles reverted to TGF 100% when Oxiana withdrew from the
venture in 2008.
Subsequently, a Thai controlled entity of Kingsgate applied for three (3) titles contiguous to the
northern boundaries of the TGF tenements; one of these titles was granted to Kingsgate in
2007.
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 EXPLORATION STATUS
Intensive surface work on the Palitapan tenements over past years has defined at least two
separate trends, the Jesus Creek/Ivanhoe North trend in the western tenements and the
Wang/Boomerang trend in the eastern tenements. A number of targets on these trends
require drill-testing.

Fig. 14: Palitapan tenement applications; surface rock and bedrock RAB Au (gold) and Ag (silver) geochemistry over regional
gradient array resistivity data (1 ppm equals 1 gram/tonne). All applications are 100% TGF owned subject to the MMG option.

No exploration was conducted during the quarter.
The Palitapan Project displays some geological similarities to the large Simberi Island (PNG)
Au/Ag Project (6.2M/ozs Au) of Allied Gold (ASX code: ALD – market capitalisation $600M).
China Minmetals’ subsidiary, MMG Exploration Pty Limited (MMG), retains a 50% clawback
option over the three (3) western and one (1) northern tenements which can be exercised by
MMG reimbursing TGF three (3) times the TGF expenditure on the tenements once TGF has
equalised the expenditure of its former JV partner, Oxiana Limited.

LIQUIDITY
Consolidated unaudited cash was $457,147 at 31 December 2010 ($554,545 at 30 Sept 2010).
Additional capital is required to advance the grant of seven (7) SPL titles (Khao Soon and Mae
Yom projects) awaiting Ministerial signature and to fund aggressive exploration programs on
those titles. We expect the number of SPL applications ready for Ministerial signature will
expand to fourteen (14) when the three (3) Kabinburi and four (4) eastern Palitapan SPL
applications pass through all sub-committee stages this quarter (as expected).
Your directors are progressing financing and listing options in conjunction with our advisors.
For and on behalf of the Board
David Docherty
Executive Chairman
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